We present a new permutation-invariant network for 3D point cloud processing. Our network is composed of a recurrent set encoder and a convolutional feature aggregator. Given an unordered point set, the encoder firstly partitions its ambient space into parallel beams. Points within each beam are then modeled as a sequence and encoded into subregional geometric features by a shared recurrent neural network (RNN). The spatial layout of the beams is regular, and this allows the beam features to be further fed into an efficient 2D convolutional neural network (CNN) for hierarchical feature aggregation. Our network is effective at spatial feature learning, and competes favorably with the state-of-the-arts (SOTAs) on a number of benchmarks. Meanwhile, it is significantly more efficient compared to the SOTAs.
Introduction
Point cloud is a simple and compact geometric representation of 3D objects, and has been broadly used as the standard output of various sensors. In recent years, the analysis of point clouds has gained much attention due to its wide application in real world problems such as autonomous driving (Chen et al. 2017) , robotics (Kehoe et al. 2015) , and navigation (Liu 2016) . However, it is nontrivial to solve such tasks using traditional deep learning tools, e.g., convolutional neural networks (CNNs). Unlike a 2D image with regularly packed pixels, a point cloud consists of sparse points without a canonical order. Moreover, the spatial distribution of a point cloud is heterogeneous due to factors in data acquisition, e.g., perspective effects and radial density variations.
Due to the 3D nature of the problem, various methods have been proposed to convert a point cloud into a 3D volumetric representation, to which 3D CNNs are then applied (Wu et al. 2015; Maturana and Scherer 2015b) . However, despite their success in analyzing 2D images, CNNs are not satisfactory in this context. The commonly used 3D CNN is extremely memory consuming, and thus can not be trained efficiently. A more serious issue is that converting a point cloud into a volumetric representation introduces quantization artifacts and loses fine-scale geometric details.
Better performance has been achieved by deep networks that avoid the volumetric convolutional architechture and Copyright c 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. operate directly on point clouds. Representative works include PointNet (Qi et al. 2017a ) and PointNet++ (Qi et al. 2017b) , which process point clouds by combining multilayer perceptron (MLP) network with symmetric operations (e.g., max-pooling) to learn point features globally or hierarchically. Inspired by PointNet, several recent methods have been proposed to further improve the point feature representation (Shen et al. 2018; Xie et al. 2018; Li, Chen, and Lee 2018) . This class of networks are invariant to input permutation and have achieved state-of-the-art results. However, due to the reliance on the coarse feature pooling technique, they fail to fully exploit fine-scale geometric details.
In this work, we aim to completely bypass the coarse pooling-based technique, and propose a new deep network for point cloud data. At the core of our method is a recurrent set encoder, which divides the ambient domain into parallel beams and encodes the points within each beam as subregional geometric features with an RNN. Our key observation is that when the beam is of moderate size, the RNN is approximately dealing with a sequence of points, as a beam only contains points near a 1D line. Such a sequential input largely benefits the learning of RNN. Meanwhile, noticing that the beams are packed in a regular spatial layout, we use a 2D CNN to further analyze the beam features (called the convolutional feature aggregator). Being efficient and powerful at feature learning, the 2D CNN can effectively aggregate the subregional features into a global one, while further benefiting the RNN learning in return. Our method (see Fig. 1 ) is surprisingly efficient and effective for point cloud processing. It is invariant to point order permutation, and competes favorably with the state-of-the-arts (SOTAs) in terms of both accuracy and computational efficiency.
A few recent works also adopt convolution for point cloud processing. They typically utilize carefully designed domain transformations to map point data into suitable spaces, where convolution could be applied. Examples include SPLATNet (Su et al. 2018 ) and PCNN (Atzmon, Maron, and Lipman 2018) . However, these methods are inefficient as they rely on sophisticated geometric transformations and complex convolutional operations, e.g., continuous volumetric convolution or sparse bilateral convolution. In contrast, our method only employs regular spatial partitioning and sorting, and leverages classic neural network architectures such as RNN and 2D CNN, which Figure 1 : The architecture of RCNet. In the recurrent set encoder, the ambient space of input points is partitioned into parallel beams, where the enclosed points are encoded by a shared RNN. The subregional features from each beam are later processed by a 2D CNN. Depending on the tasks, the aggregated global features are fed forward directly for shape prediction, or tiled and concatenated with the per-point features for semantic segmentation. The feature propagation refers to the operation that propagates the non-local features within each beam to the corresponding component points. The other operations used are: Conv (2D convolution), MP (2D max-pooling), FC (fully connected layer). Batchnorm and ReLU are used in all layers except the last one, and the shared FC is applied per point. Numbers in parentheses represent the size of operation, and the hidden size of RNN is 64 and 128 for classification and segmentation tasks, respectively. The STN block refers to the spatial transformer network (Jaderberg et al. 2015; Qi et al. 2017a ). It outputs a transformation matrix and is comprised of a shared MLP(64, 128, 1024), a global max-pooling and another MLP(512, 256, d 2 ), where d is the number of features per input point.
supported at both software and hardware levels. As a result, our network circumvents much implementation overhead and is significantly more efficient than these SOTAs in computation. It is worth mentioning that, our recurrent set encoder can be seen as a domain mapping function as well. But unlike these SOTAs, it is automatically learned via backpropagation instead of by careful handcrafted design.
In this work, we focus on point cloud classification and segmentation tasks, and evaluate the proposed method on several datasets, including ModelNet10/40 (Wu et al. 2015) , ShapeNet part segmentation (Yi et al. 2016) , and S3DIS (Armeni et al. 2016) . Experimental results demonstrate the superior performance of our method to the SOTAs in both accuracy and computational efficiency.
In a nutshell, our main contributions are as follows:
• We present a new architecture that operates directly on point clouds without relying on symmetric functions (e.g., max-pooling) to achieve permutation invariance.
• We propose a recurrent set encoder for effective subregional feature extraction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time an RNN is effectively employed to model point clouds directly.
• We propose to introduce the 2D CNN for aggregating subregional features. This design maximally utilizes the strengths of CNN while further benefiting the RNN encoder. The resulting network is efficient as well as effective at hierarchical and spatially-aware feature learning.
Related Work
We briefly review the existing deep learning approaches for 3D shape processing, with a focus on point cloud setting.
Volumetric Methods One classical approach to handling unstructured point clouds or meshes is to first rasterize them into regular voxel grids, and then apply standard 3D CNNs (Wu et al. 2015; Maturana and Scherer 2015b; 2015a; Qi et al. 2016; Sedaghat, Zolfaghari, and Brox 2017; Tchapmi et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2017) . The major issue with such volumetric representations is that they tend to produce sparsely-occupied grids, which are unnecessarily memoryconsuming. Besides, the grid resolutions are limited due to excessive memory and computational cost, causing quantization artifacts and loss of details. To remedy these issues, recent methods propose to adaptively partition the grids and place denser cells near the shape surface Riegler, Ulusoy, and Geiger 2017; Tatarchenko, Dosovitskiy, and Brox 2017) . These methods suffer less from the computational and memory overhead, but still lose geometric details due to sampling and discretization.
View-based Methods Another strategy is to encode the 3D shapes via a collection of 2D images which are rendered from different views. These rendered images can be fed into traditional 2D CNNs and processed via transfer learning, i.e., fine-tuning networks pre-trained on large-scale image datasets Qi et al. 2016; Kalogerakis et al. 2017) . However, such view projections would lead to selfocclusions and consequently severe loss of geometric information. Moreover, view-based methods are mostly applied to classification tasks, and are hard to generalize to detailfocused tasks such as shape segmentation and completion.
Non-Euclidean Methods These approaches build graphs from the input data (e.g., based on the mesh connectivity or k-nearest neighbor relationship), and apply CNNs to the graph spectral domain for shape feature learning (Bron-stein et al. 2017; Boscaini et al. 2015; Bruna et al. 2014; Defferrard, Bresson, and Vandergheynst 2016; Kipf and Welling 2017; . Graph CNN models are suitable for non-rigid shape analysis due to the isometry invariance. However, it is comparatively difficult to generalize these methods across non-isometric shapes with different structures, largely because the spectral bases are domaindependent (Yi et al. 2017) .
Point Cloud-based Methods PointNet (Qi et al. 2017a ) pioneers a new type of deep neural networks that act directly on point clouds without data conversions. Its key idea is to learn per-point features independently, and then aggregate them in a permutation-invariant manner via a symmetric function, e.g., max-pooling. While achieving impressive performance, PointNet fails to capture crucial fine-scale structure details. To address this issue, the follow-up work PointNet++ (Qi et al. 2017b ) exploits local geometric information by hierarchically stacking PointNets. This leads to improved performance, but at the cost of computational efficiency. Besides, since PointNet++ still treats points individually at local scale, the relationships among points are not fully captured. In light of the above challenges, a number of recent works have been proposed for better shape modeling (Klokov and Lempitsky 2017; Li, Chen, and Lee 2018; Shen et al. 2018; Huang, Wang, and Neumann 2018; Xie et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2018 ). These methods overcome the weakness of coarse pooling operation at some degree, and achieve improved performance. Another class of methods have been recently developed without relying on pooling to guarantee permutation invariance. They typically transform the point data into another domain, where convolutions could be readily applied. In SPLATNet (Su et al. 2018) , the source point samples are mapped into a high-dimensional lattice, where sparse bilateral convolution is employed for shape feature learning. In PCNN (Atzmon, Maron, and Lipman 2018), a pair of extension and restriction operators are designed to translate between point clouds and volumetric functions, such that continuous volumetric convolution could be applied. Our method could be considered belonging to this category from the perspective of domain transformation. However, different from existing methods, our domain mapping function is automatically learned rather than by handcrafted design. Moreover, instead of utilizing complex convolutions, we employ the classic 2D convolution for feature aggregation. As a result, our method is more efficient in computation as well as effective at point feature learning.
Method
In this work, we focus on two tasks: point cloud classification and segmentation, and present two architectures correspondingly, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The input is a point set P = {p i ∈ R d , i = 1, · · · , N }, where each point p i is a vector of coordinates plus additional features, such as normal and color. The output will be a 1 × K score vector for classification with K classes, or an N × M score matrix for segmentation with M semantic labels. Our network, termed RCNet, consists of two components: the recurrent set en-coder and the convolutional feature aggregator. The recurrent set encoder aims to extract subregional features from input point cloud, while convolutional feature aggregator is responsible for aggregating these extracted features hierarchically. Below we explain their details.
Recurrent Set Encoder Given an unordered point set, the recurrent set encoder firstly partitions the ambient space into a set of parallel beams, and then divides the points into subgroups accordingly (see Fig. 1 ). The beams are uniformly distributed in a structured manner, spanning a 2D lattice. In particular, suppose the width, height and depth of a beam extends along x, y and z axis, respectively. Let r and s be the hyper-parameters controlling the number of beams: w = (x max − x min )/r and h = (y max − y min )/s, where w, h are the beam width and height; [x min , x max ] and [y min , y max ] are the maximum spanning ranges of points.
In our implementation, since the point clouds are normalized to fit within a unit ball, we can simply set x min = y min = −1 and x max = y max = 1. The subgroups of points are denoted by {S ij } r,s i=1,j=1 . Note that depending on the tasks, it is also possible to perform non-uniform partition . In this work we only focus on uniformly partitioned beams.
Given points in subgroup S ij , we treat them as a sequential signal and process it with an RNN. In particular, before being fed to RNN, points within each beam are sorted along the beam depth (according to their z coordinates). The RNN is single-directional, implemented using Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Chung et al. 2014 ) with 2 layers. To the best of our knowledge, our network is the first to effectively use an RNN to handle 3D point sets directly. Interestingly, it has been previously observed that an RNN performs poorly on a 3D point cloud due to the lack of a unique and stable ordering (Qi et al. 2017a; Vinyals, Bengio, and Kudlur 2016) . The key to our success is the beam partition strategy. With the relatively dense partitioning, the points within each beam is of moderate size, and can be approximately considered distributed along a 1D line. In another word, the RNN is approximately handling point signal of moderate length in a 1D space. This facilitates the learning of RNN and makes it behave quite robustly with respect to the input perturbation.
The output of recurrent set encoder is a grid of 1D feature vectors, which are taken as a 2D feature map and fed into the subsequent 2D CNN aggregator:
where R is a shared RNN with hidden size , and I ∈ R r×s× . Note that, we only utilize RNN to encode nonempty beams, and for those empty ones we pad zero vectors at the corresponding positions of I.
Convolutional Feature Aggregator
We first note that the features encoded by RNN are actually non-local, as the points within each beam span a large range along the beam depth. To build a global shape descriptor, we need to connect these non-local features. A natural choice is using 2D convolutional neural network, given the structured output I in Eq.(1). Being efficient and powerful at multi-scale feature learning, a 2D CNN aggregator brings much computational and modeling advantage compared to the sophisticated aggregators in previous methods, as shown in the experiment section. Further, the strength of a 2D CNN alleviates the modeling burden of the recurrent encoder and boosts the overall performance. In this work, we utilize a simple shallow CNN architecture to validate our idea (see Fig. 1 ), and leave advanced architectures for future exploration. The aggregated global feature could be used for shape classification directly, or combined with the per-point features for semantic segmentation, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . Note that, for segmentation task we inject additional subregional information into the points via feature propagation, so as to facilitate the discriminative point feature learning.
Remarks
We stress a few key properties of RCNet below.
1. It is invariant to point permutation, a result derived from point sorting within beams.
2. The amount of context information embedded in the 2D feature maps can be controlled with beam sizes. Smaller beams would preserve richer spatial contexts while larger ones would contain less. In the extreme case, when the ambient space is trivially partitioned, i.e., there is only one beam, RCNet degenerates to the vanilla RNN model for point clouds (Qi et al. 2017a ). The effect of beam size will be investigated in the experiment section in detail.
3. RCNet is computationally efficient and converges fast during training, due to the benefits of 2D CNN. Besides, unlike vanilla RNN, our recurrent encoder is parallelizable with each RNN processing a small portion of points. This further facilitates the computational efficiency.
RCNet Ensemble
In RCNet, the beam depth extends along a certain direction, i.e., z axis. While being effective at extracting subregional features in this direction, the recurrent encoder does not explicitly consider features along other directions. To further facilitate the point feature learning, we propose to capture geometric details in different directions and use an ensemble of RCNets, of which each single model has different beam depth directions. The ensemble unifies a set of "weak" RCNets and is able to learn richer geometric features. The resulting model, termed RCNet-E, is flexible and achieves better performance, as shown in our experiments. In practice, we implement an ensemble by independently training three RCNets, whose beam depths extend along x, y and z axes respectively. Then we simply average their predictions to produce the final results. Note that, although multiple networks are used, thanks to the high efficiency of RCNet, their ensemble is still quite efficient. Moreover, such ensemble is amenable to parallelization for further speed-up.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our RCNet on multiple benchmark datasets, including ModelNet10/40 (Wu et al. 2015) , ShapeNet part segmentation (Yi et al. 2016) , and S3DIS (Armeni et al. 2016) . In addition, we analyze the properties of RCNet in details with extensive controlled experiments. Code can be found on the authors' homepage.
Ablation Study and a Baseline Model To validate the advantages of our recurrent set encoder, we compare it with the widely used pooling-based feature aggregator. In particular, we replace the recurrent encoder in RCNet with an MLP, consisting of two layers whose sizes are the same with that of the corresponding RNN hidden layers. This MLP is shared and applied to each point, followed by a global maxpooling to aggregate the subregional features. Meanwhile, the remaining parts of the model are kept the same with RC-Net. We take this modified network as a baseline model. As demonstrated in the following section, our recurrent set encoder is more effective at describing the spatial layout and geometric relationships than pooling-based technique.
Shape Classification
Datasets ModelNet10 and ModelNet40 (Wu et al. 2015) are standard benchmarks for shape classification. Model-Net10 is composed of 3991 train and 908 test CAD models from 10 classes, while ModelNet40 consists of 12311 models from 40 categories, with 9843 models used for training and 2468 for testing. These models are originally organized with triangular meshes, and we follow the same protocol of (Qi et al. 2017a; 2017b) to convert them into point clouds. In particular, for each model, we uniformly sample 1024 points from the mesh, and then normalize them to fit within a unit ball, centered at the origin. We only use the point positions as input features and discard the normal information.
Training Following (Qi et al. 2017a; 2017b; Klokov and Lempitsky 2017), we apply data augmentation during the training procedure by randomly translating and scaling the objects, as well as perturbing the point positions. We set the hyper-parameters r = 32 and s = 32. The learning rate is initialized to 0.001 with a decay of 0.1 every 30 epochs. The networks are optimized using Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) , and it takes about 2 ∼ 3 hours for the training to converge on a single NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU. the performance is further boosted. In particular, RCNet performs better than most existing approaches. While obtaining similar accuracy to PCNN, our network is significantly simpler in design. On the other hand, compared to the baseline model, RCNet outperforms it by a large margin. This validates the effectiveness of recurrent encoder at modeling the relative relationships among points. It is worth noting that, in (Li, Chen, and Lee 2018) the SO-Net also attempted to apply the standard CNN to the generated image-like feature maps, but only led to decreased performance. In contrast, our RCNet is better at incorporating the advantages of CNN into point cloud analysis, thanks to the recurrent set encoder. Finally, our RCNet is computationally efficient. In particular, a single RCNet can be trained in about 3 hours. This is much faster than PointNet++ and PCNN, both of which require about 20 hours for training (Qi et al. 2017b; Atzmon, Maron, and Lipman 2018) . Besides, as shown in Table 2 , on average it takes about 0.4 milliseconds for RC-Net to forward a shape, while PointNet++ and PCNN require 2.8 and 16.8 milliseconds, respectively 1 . Table 2 also summarizes the number of parameters of different networks. Interestingly, although our model has larger size, it still runs faster than other competitors. This validates that the classic RNN and 2D CNN, which are well supported at both software and hardware levels, contribute largely to the model efficiency. In contrast, since PointNet++ need to perform additional K-nearest neighbor query on the fly on GPU, it is much less efficient in spite of the smaller model size. Simi-
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Infer. larly, PCNN and SPLATNet 3D rely on sophisticated geometric transformations and complex convolutional operations. These operations are much less GPU-friendly and cause a lot of overhead in practice. It is worth mentioning that, since RCNet-E is naturally parallelizable, its inference time is almost the same with that of a single RCNet.
Shape Part Segmentation
Dataset and Configuration For shape part segmentation, the task is to classify each point of a point cloud into one of the predefined part categories. We evaluate the proposed method on the challenging ShapeNet part dataset (Yi et al. 2016) , which contains 16881 shapes from 16 categories. The shapes are consistently aligned and normalized to fit within a unit ball. For each shape, it is annotated with 2-6 part labels, and in total there are 50 different parts. We sample 2048 points for each shape following (Qi et al. 2017a; 2017b) . As in (Qi et al. 2017b) , apart from point positions we also use normal information as input features. Following the setting in (Yi et al. 2016) , we evaluate our methods assuming that the category of the input 3D shape is already known. The segmentation results are reported with the standard metric mIoU (Qi et al. 2017a ). We use the official train/test split as in (Chang et al. 2015) in our experiment. We follow the same network configuration with the classification task.
Results Table 3 , we report the instance average mIoU as well as the mIoU scores for each category.
As is shown, our method achieves better results than the state-of-the-art works. In particular, a single RCNet is able to achieve average mIoU of 85.3, which is competitive with the performance of PointNet++ and PCNN. With ensemble, the accuracy is further boosted and our method dominates most of the shape categories. Some qualitative segmentation results are illustrated in Fig. 2 In Table 2 , we compare the computational efficiency of different networks on part segmentation task. As is shown, our method is more efficient than the state-of-the-arts 2 .
Semantic Scene Segmentation
Dataset and Configuration We evaluate our RCNet on the scene parsing task with Standford 3D indoor scene dataset (S3DIS) (Armeni et al. 2016) . S3DIS consists of 6 scanned large-scale areas, which in total have 271 rooms. Each point in the scene point cloud is annotated with one of the 13 semantic categories. Following (Qi et al. 2017a) , we pre-process the data by splitting the scene points into rooms, and then subdividing the rooms into small blocks with area 1m by 1m (measured on the floor). As in (Qi et al. 2017a ), we also use k-fold strategy for training and testing. At training time we randomly sample 2048 points for each block, but use all the points during testing. We represent each point using 9 attributes, including XYZ coordinates, RGB values and normalized coordinates as to the room. The same shape segmentation RCNet is used for this task. Tran, and Yeung 2018). The results are reported in Table 4 . As is shown, our RCNet improves A-SCN by about 0.5% in mean IoU and 2% in overall accuracy. We visualize a few segmentation results in Fig. 3 . It can be observed that RC-Net is able to output smooth predictions and segment the small objects well. In contrast, the baseline methods tend to produce large prediction errors. This shows the benefits of our recurrent set encoder and the 2D CNN as feature aggregators. With ensemble, the segmentation accuracy is further boosted and our RCNet-E achieves the best results.
Architecture Analysis
In this section we show the effects of network hyperparameters and validate the design choices through a series of controlled experiments. We consider the following two main contributory factors on model performance: (1) the size of beams; (2) the number of points. We use ModelNet40 dataset as the test bed for comparisons of different options. Unless explicitly noted, all the experimental settings are the same with those in the shape classification experiment.
The Size of Beams The beam size controls how much local context information would be utilized, and is a major contributory factor for the network performance. For RC-Net, large beams will lead to a small feature map for the downstream CNN. This would increase the efficiency of CNN but in turn result in the loss of fine-scale geometric details. Moreover, beams with large size would be filled with too many points, and as a result the RNN would perform poorly in feature modeling. On the other hand, if the size of beams is too small, the subregions would contain insufficient amount of points, which is adverse to the feature learning. We conduct several experiments to investigate the influence of beam size on the network performance. In particular, we test RCNet with different specifications of hyperparameters r and s. The results are reported in Table 5 . As is shown, both larger and smaller beam sizes would hurt the performance, and r × s = 32 × 32 leads to the best results. Note that, although beam size is an important parameter on the performance, our RCNet is still quite robust to this factor. In contrast, the max-pooling based encoder behaves quite sensitively and the performance decreases a lot with large beams. This further validates that pooling is a relatively coarse technique for exploiting geometric details.
The Number of Points Point clouds obtained from sensors in real world usually suffer from data corruptions, which lead to non-uniform data with varying densities (Qi et al. 2017b ). To validate the robustness of our model to such situations, we randomly dropout the number of points in testing and conduct two different groups of experiments. In the first group, the models are trained on uniform point clouds without random point dropout, while in the second group the models are trained with random dropout as well. In the experiment, we set r = s = 32 as in the shape classification task. The results are shown in Table 6 . We observe that models trained with random point dropout (DP) during training are fairly robust to the sampling density variation, with drop of accuracy less than 3.3% when point number decreases from 1024 to 128. In contrast, those trained only on uniform data fail to generalize well to the cases of nonuniform data. Note that, despite the drop of accuracy, our RCNet still achieves better performance than the baseline model when trained without DP. This validates the superiority of RNN in subregional feature extraction compared to max-pooling.
Conclusion and Discussion
In this work we present a new deep neural network for 3D point cloud processing. Our network consists of a recurrent set encoder and a 2D CNN. The recurrent set encoder partitions the input point clouds into several parts, which are encoded via a shared RNN. The encoded part features are later assembled in a structured manner and fed into a 2D CNN for global feature learning. Such design leads to an efficient as well as effective network, thanks to the benefits of CNN and RNN. Experiments on four representative datasets show that our method competes favorably with the state-of-the-arts in terms of accuracy and efficiency. We also conduct extensive experiments to further analyze the network properties, and show that our method is quite robust to several key factors affecting the model performance.
Finally, we note that the proposed recurrent set encoder can be generalized to other contexts. For example, we can build a KNN graph for the input point cloud and model the local neighborhood for each point with recurrent encoder. In particular, we can sort the k nearest neighbor points according to their distances to the query point, and then apply RNN to this point sequence for local feature learning. This is different from KCNet (Shen et al. 2018 ) which uses a local point-set kernel, and will be explored in the future.
